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1.0 Purpose 
Child care can be considered ―social infrastructure‖ (i.e., an essential service, the demand for which increases 
with development), which can be provided with more efficient land use, if the connections to associated physical 
infrastructure (i.e., transportation) are better understood. At the broadest level, neighborhoods and 
communities are most livable and healthy when crucial family services such as child care are located within 
walking distance from individual citizens. Child care facilities, dubbed ―Kiss and Cries,‖ have been built at 
several transit stations and in transit oriented development (TOD) projects in California, and are planned for 
many future projects. Assessment of the success of past efforts will inform planning of future projects and 
partnerships (National Council of Negro Women, Inc., 2005).  
 
Additionally, researchers have found that the majority of parents with young children work outside the home 
and a large percentage depend on formal licensed child care arrangements. Consideration of parents‘ child care 
needs during planning efforts has the potential to both increase support for efficient land use patterns for 
housing development and to reduce dependency on single-occupant vehicle trips. Transit agencies and local 
governments want to encourage transit usage, by all groups, to reduce vehicle usage and traffic congestion and 
to improve air quality.  Apart from the impact on transit ridership, a shorter trip to a child care provider between 
home and work reduces traffic congestion and improves air quality (Local Investment in Child Care, 2006-
2007).  
 
The purpose of this Master‘s Project is to assess the impact of child care location on parents‘ use of public 
transit. In order to carry out this task, this study examines sites where child care is located near public transit in 
Northern California and seeks to identify the factors that facilitate or inhibit the use of transit by working 
parents. Two key quesitons are addressed: how do parents balance responsibilty for getting kids to and from 
childcare and what factors affect parents ability to utilize transit? 
 
This study aims to provide information that will improve planning efforts to link transit and child care. It will 
help to improve mobility and accessibility by making transit a more realistic choice for parents who include 
dropping off and picking up children in their trip chains, to-and-from work. According to the literature review‘s 
preliminary findings, the project may also promote equity by improving choices and service for low-income 
parents who may be disadvantaged by current dependence on automobiles, which could be reduced by more 
effective linkages between child care and transportation (Local Investment in Child care, 2006-2007). 
 
Therefore, the study may support the improvement of existing infrastructure if its recommendations about best 
practices can be applied to the study sites where child care and transit are already collocated, but not performing 
as expected.  Furthermore, by providing this information to planners, the project should also enhance the ability 
to plan and implement transportation services and projects. Both the transit agencies and child care operators 
will benefit from the study results; funding policies for TOD projects might also be informed (Local Investment 
in Child Care, 2006-2007). 
2.0 Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Federal, state and local governments have begun to make new funds available for transit infrastructure and 
some of these funds can be used in creative ways, including the provision of user amenities such as child care 
program. Transit stations, and high-volume transit corridors, are potentially excellent sites for new child care 
facilities which can capitalize on transportation funding resources and benefit parents, children, and 
communities by reducing vehicle miles traveled or eliminating car trips altogether (Mitchell & Stoney, 
2006). Efforts to explore the benefits of integrating child care facilities and transit stops have been documented 
in California, Illinois, Maryland, Missouri, and Ohio (Daniels, 1995; Spain, 1997; NCNW, Inc., 2005).  
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While greater consideration should be given to the strategic placement of services such as child care during the 
land use and transportation planning process, it would be gravely naive of planners to assume transit ridership 
will drastically increase by merely locating child care adjacent to transit.  A better understanding of commute 
patterns of working parents who use formal child care services and the factors that enable or prevent them from 
using public transport are needed for effective integration of child care and transit. The purpose of this literature 
review is to emphasize this very point by illuminating household and social factors that significantly affect mode 
choice of working parents in need of child care.   
 
2.2 Household Structure 
The ways in which households are structured have been demonstrated to impact commute patterns of 
individuals. Voydanoff (2001) defines household structure as ―the way in which family members interact with 
one another in their daily activities, that is, the family division of labor.‖ Family division of labor encompasses 
time spent in the paid work force; on household chores; performing personal, spousal, and parental activities; 
caring for dependents such as children, the ill, and the elderly; and participating in the community. Studies have 
found that individual travel decisions are made within the context of these very household demands (Heggie & 
Jones, 1978). Thus, household organization should not be overlooked when examining individual commute 
behavior.  
 
In the past 20 years, research exploring household dynamics highlights three notable trends:  1) a rise in dual-
income households, 2) the continuance of household roles varying radically by gender despite greater 
participation of females in the paid workforce, and 3) a rise in households headed by single mothers. These 
trends greatly affect how households negotiate their daily travel needs. The following subsections discuss each of 
these trends and their impacts on household travel patterns in greater detail. 
 
2.2.1 Rise in Dual-Income Households 
The number of dual-income households has increased, and continues to increase, dramatically. In 1998, there 
were over 30 million dual-income households, increasing some 20 percent since 1986 (Clarkberg, 2004).  
Clarkberg (2004) writes, ―We are now at the point where dual-earner households outnumber breadwinner-
homemaker households nearly three-to-one.‖  This trend reflects the changing social role of women in the 
United States over the past three decades. In fact, women‘s participation in the labor force is at an all time high, 
as well as the percentage of licensed female drivers and the level of educational attainment reached among 
women (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999).   
 
McGuckin and Murakami (1999) found these changes to have a permanent effect on the travel behavior of 
women and implications for future transportation and land use planning. In a study of dual-earner households 
in the Boston metropolitan area, Barnett and Reisner (2004) found that the availability of transportation and 
community resources (e.g., public transit, school buses, and after school programs) greatly affected parental 
work schedules and chauffeuring responsibilities. The lack of quality and affordable after-school programs 
coupled with poor public transportation forced one parent, usually the mother, to reduce her work hours and 
spend more time transporting the children (Barnett & Reisner, 2004). A report by the National Council of Negro 
Women, Inc. (2005) found that women are five times more likely than men to perform morning child care stops 
and over three times more likely to conduct child-related evening stops. 
 
As working parents struggle to balance family and work obligations, the work trip has increased in complexity 
(Bianco & Lawson, 1996). Workers have incorporated activities involving their children and the need to take care 
of personal and household business into their commute to and from work. Thus, the rise of dual-income 
households has contributed to individuals‘ need to make series of trips (i.e., trip chains) in order to maximize 
household time and resources. 
 
Levison and Kumar (1995) hypothesized that the increase in trip chaining is an adjustment to higher family 
incomes and less time associated with the rise in dual-income households. In addition, several studies noted that 
trip chaining behavior increased as the use of paid child care increased as one way in which dual-income 
households reconcile family and work obligations. Dual-income households buy services (such as day care) that 
were formally conducted in the home (Levison & Kumar, 1995). Households rely more on day care outside the 
home now than during the 1960s (Spain, 1997). This reliance on formal day care generates one more type of 
short-distance trip, which may partially account for the higher number of trips among both single and married 
mothers (Rosenbloom, 1995).  
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Bianco and Lawson (1996) found that dual-income families with preschoolers made up the majority of trip-
chaining peak period travel behavior. This travel behavior, despite the increased congestion at this time, 
indicates that these activities were necessary to support household functions such as taking children to 
school/day care or running errands. Bianco and Lawson (1996) point out that this trend toward including non-
work trips during periods of peak congestion brings into question the ability of some workers to participate in 
transportation demand management programs or their use of public transit since both options greatly limit trip 
chaining opportunities. This notion is supported by Strathman and Dueker (1990) study on trip chaining which 
found that the need for flexibility in organizing daily acitivies in coordination with the work commute leads to a  
greater reliance on the automobile. This, in turn, contributes to greater traffic congestion during peak commute 
travel periods. 
 
2.2.2 Household Variations in Gender Roles 
Studies have demonstrated not only that individual travel decisions are made within the context of household 
demands, but also that role related variables are an important explanation of individual travel patterns (Hanson 
& Hanson, 1981). Voydanoff (2001) defines household roles as family norms and expectations that are assigned 
to each family member (i.e., the sanctions that guides the behaviors of family members). These norms generally 
are based on gender ideology that incorporates the beliefs regarding appropriate roles for men and women. 
Spain (1997) explains that the different ways in which women and men negotiate such common travel demands 
reflect our gendered society.  
 
Virtually all studies find significant and even striking travel behavior difference by gender, with women making 
more but shorter trips (in both time and distance), exhibiting a higher propensity to trip-chain, and undertaking 
more  child- and home-oriented travel (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999; Crane, 2007). For example, women are 
twice as likely to do household maintenance activities and to pickup or drop off a passenger during the morning 
and evening peak periods (Bianco & Lawson, 1996). Madden (1977) found that the men who make the longest 
work trips and the women who make the shortes work trips are in the same household category—two-earner 
households with children. These findings support Wach‘s (1998) assertation that ―travel patterns are among the 
most clearly gendered aspects of American life.‖ 
 
As explanations for these variations, MacDonald (1999) lists, among others, a) lower wages for women, which do 
not justify longer commutes, b) women having primary responsibilities as mothers and household workers, 
constraining scheduling and distance options, and c) full- and part-time opportunities that are more evenly 
distributed in space in the historically female occupations, such as retail, education, and health. This notion is 
supported by Singell and Lillydahl (1986) study that contributes  gender differecnce in work travel to some 
combination of the sexual division of labor in these households and differences  in work place location and 
residential location. 
 
Bianco and Lawson (1996) results from a travel survey given to a sample of men and women from an urban 
university community are extremely rich with additional insights on the observed variations in travel patterns 
within households by gender. They found that women were more likely than men to use transit where men were 
far more likely to use other modes such as walking or biking. The survey asked respondents if they were the 
primary caregiver of a dependent. Women were far more likely to respond that they were indeed the primary 
caregiver and the one responsible for most of the dependent‘s transportation. The results of the survey suggested 
that women are more dependent on the automobile than men because of their household responsibilities related 
to child care and domestic maintenance and because of their concerns about safety. They also suggested that 
men preferred automobile travel because of the higher value that society places on their time. The work men do 
outside of the home, for which they need an automobile, is more likely to be compensated with higher wages 
than the work women do, that is, if the work women do is compensated at all (caregiver or domestic work) 
(Bianco & Lawson, 1996).  
 
In sum, over sixty percent of married women are in the paid labor force, but working women still retain 
substantial child care and domestic obligations (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). Women must make choices 
every day in trying to balance the competing demands of their household role and social role, and these choices 
influence their daily travel. Therefore it makes sense studies find increasing evidence of women combing work 
trips with other domestic or child care responsibilities. Interestingly, Spain (1997) points out that no census data 
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exists for the child care arrangements of working fathers, another indicator of the implicit assumptions about 
women‘s and men‘s different responsibilities.  
  
2.2.3 Rise in Households Headed by Single Parents 
The proportion of families with children under 18 maintained by women has risen from 10 to 22 percent. Now 
that so many women maintain families alone, in addition to working outside the home, the transportation needs 
of families have changed (Spain, 1997). Intuitively, working parents who are single have in general greater time 
and income constraints when it comes to balancing work and family obligations than do working parents who 
are married. A recent study by Crane (2007) found that single women with children saw their work trips 
lengthen by 30 percent to 34 percent over the two decades (1985-2005). Adding children to single adult 
households lengthens the commute for both sexes by 2005. Crane‘s findings support the argument that marital 
status and other family status significantly impact the travel behavior of individuals. 
 
2.3 Household Demographics 
According to the 2001 National Housing Travel Survey, minorities and low-income households account for 63 
percent of the nation‘s transit riders. Pucher and Renne (2003) analysis of this survey found evidence that the 
poor, blacks, and Hispanics are far more likely to use transit than other groups. In addition, they found that low-
income households make transit trips that are only about half as long as those made by the most affluent transit 
users, indicating differences in spatial patterns of low- and high-income households. In support of this finding, 
Crane (2007) concluded that minority households are also disproportionately poor and located in central cities, 
thus, increasing the likelihood that they are both transit dependent and have good access to transit. Using data 
collected for the American Housing Survey and the National Personal Travel Survey, Doyle and Taylor (2000), 
Mauch and Taylor (1998), and Taylor and Ong (1995), indicated that minority women disproportionately rely on 
transit, which is perhaps twice as time consuming as car trips on average. The lack of alternatives in lifestyle and 
transportation mode due to constraints imposed by any one or a combination of low income, single-mother 
status, or distance of residence, complicates a household‘s ability to make multiple stops (i.e., trip chaining) for 
the purposes of transporting children to and from school or daycare, running errands, and grocery shopping. 
These findings indicate that transit stations that include child care and other human services have the ability to 
impact poor and minority households more. 
 
2.4 Transportation Issues Unique to Women 
Several studies highlight the fact that transportation issues for women differ from those for men. Women 
frequently face circumstances that many men do not. These circumstances weigh heavily in women‘s decisions 
about mode choice and are less important to men‘s decisions-making process (Bianco & Lawson, 1996). Results 
from these studies point to the need for specific strategies to address the transportation concerns of women. The 
following subsections discuss the three main transportation issues unique to women and how they impact 
women‘s travel behavior in greater detail. 
 
2.4.1 Greater Child care and Domestic Responsibilities 
Studies find that the presence of a child in the household is associated with disproportionate parenting 
responsibilities for women, while having a partner has similar domestic-oriented constraints on women‘s 
participation in labor markets and overall mobility (Law, 2002; Preston, McLafferty, & Hamilton, 1993; 
Rosenbloom, 1985). Spain (1997) writes, ―Transportation implications of the division of domestic and child care 
labor are that men can trave from home to work and directly back but women typically must combine commutes 
to work with trips to the dry-cleaner, grocery store, or day care center‖. Child care responsibilites demand even 
more on women‘s travel behavior when children participate in organized recreation, hobbies, or clubs 
afterschool. These activities require additional passenger pick up and drop off trips for classes, practices, games, 
tournements, meetings, and/or recitals. Moreover, care for ill and elderly dependents impact women‘s travel 
choices more than men‘s (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). It is no wonder that studies indcate that women prefer 
the flexibility that a car offers them in their daily travel (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999; Spain, 1997; Bianco & 
Lawson, 1996). Rosenbloom (1995) found that women‘s lives have become more complicated, by their gender 
roles and transportaion options are still limiting: a private car provides one of the few ways to meet both family 
and employment obligations. 
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2.4.2 Less Flexible Employment Opportunities 
Although women‘s participation in the workforce has been rising over time, men‘s and women‘s employment 
opportunities are not equal. Women‘s jobs tend to be more concentrated in retail and service jobs, which are 
often lower-paid, require less business travel, and are spatially distributed in many locations close to residential 
areas (Spain, 1997; McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). McGuckin and Murakami (1999) point to the fact that their 
jobs are closer to home may be a significant factor in the decision to assign child care and domestic 
responsibilities to women in dual-earner households. McGuckin and Murakami (1999) explain that the type and 
location of jobs that women take are likely affected by their greater household and family responsibilities. 
Additionally, the types of work that mothers choose tend to be as compatible as possible with child rearing 
responsibilities, however, they actually lack the very flexibility and control that parents need to balance work 
and family obligations (Bielby & Bielby, 1988; Glass, 1990; Glass & Camarigg, 1992). 
 
In addition to choosing employment concentrated in the service sector, research shows that women have a 
greater propensity to choose part-time employment. This trend is frequently observed after the birth of the first 
born child (Bianco & Lawson, 1996; Perry, 1990). Furthermore, Perry (1990) found that the longer the time 
women spend away from employment, the greater the likelihood that when work resumes, it will be part-time 
rather than fulltime. The transportation patterns of part-time workers indicate that women are more likely to 
need their car. The opportunities for part-time workers to use carpooling, transit, or other modes is extremely 
limited (Bianco & Lawson, 1996). This has implications for the participation of workng mothers in many 
transportation demand management (TDM) programs being considered more recently by employers, planners, 
and policy-makers as a way to discourage single occupancy vehicles.  Additionally, part-time employment, while 
freeing-up more hours for workng mothers, can not be considered a realistic soultion to balancing increasing 
work and family obligations since child care contines to have fixed or limited hours of operation (Presser, 1989). 
Therefore, transportation patterns related to part-time work will have a greater impact on women.  
 
2.4.3 Greater Safety Concerns 
Studies show that women tend to express more fear of crime and greater concern for personal their personal 
safety than men (Bianco & Lawson, 1996; Carter, 2003). This indicates the likelihood that women place greater 
emphasis on safety concerns when negoitating their daily travel patterns. Spain (1997) noted that cars, unlike 
public transit, provide women control over whom they come in contact with when traveling, thus enhancing 
their sense of safety (Spain, 1997). Bianco and Lawson (1996) noted that women were more likely to cite safety 
concerns as a reason why they don‘t use transit then men. Lynch and Atkins (1988) found that women will avoid 
putting themselves into what they perceive to be vulnerable situtations such as transit waiting areas, sometimes 
forgoing travel all together. Bianco and Lawson (1996) analysis of crime statisitcs revealed that women do face 
the threat of violenc while going to and from a transit stop or parking space. And even after controlling for the 
fact that more women ride the bus than men, Levine and Wachs (1986) found that women were still more likely 
to be victimized.  This finding indicate the need for transportation planners and transit agencies to consider 
women‘s greater safety concerns when addressing a community‘s transportation needs. 
 
2.5 Enabling Transit Use 
Household members might consider the use of transit more in their daily travel decisions if public transit could 
better meet the needs of household travel (in particular, the need for women to move in and out of a family, 
community, and employment spheres) equally as well as private automobiles. The following subsections discuss 
three major characteristics of transit that have been identified as having the most potential for addressing the 
increasingly complex travel behaviors of households.   
 
2.5.1 Design 
In recent years, planners and developers have begun to question the effectiveness of traditional land use 
patterns. The practicality of separating land uses has been a topic revisited by several researchers in their study 
of transit-oriented developments (TODs). TODs refer to the practice of intensely concentrating mixed-uses in 
clearly defined transit nodes in order to focus trip ends into a discrete number of locations. The rationale behind 
such development is the desire to make transit use more convenient, since this type of development provides the 
opportunity for one transit trip to serve a wide variety of purposes. Dittmar and Ohland (2004) prepose a new 
vision for TODs known as the New Transit Town. This vision addresses main reason Dittmar and Ohland found 
to be why most commuters do not use transit—the need to make midday trips outside of commuters‘ places of 
employment.  They are confident that the location of appropriate retail services within walking distance of 
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employment, people could be encouraged to use transit. In addition, the New Transit Towns calls for a variety of 
employment, residential, recreational, entertainment, and cultural uses at these locations as well. Dittmar and 
Ohland state that ―the uses that best support employee transit use include the following:  banking services; a 
wide variety of eating establishments; convenience retail such as drug stores and food marts; and child care; 
personal retail such as dry cleaners, hair styling, bookstores, and health club; business retail such as office 
supply, copy and print shops, overnight delivery; and recreational opportunities, parks, plazas.‖  They believe 
that the inclusion of such services and amenities is a key factor for sustaining transit ridership. This type of 
development will significantly benefit working parents by adding day cares and other services to these activity 
nodes, allowing them to conveniently drop off and pick up children and obtain other services during their trips 
to and from work (Government of Ontario, Canada, 1992).  
 
In addition to transit development design, Spain (1997) points out that the physical design of transit stations 
often presents actual obstacles to women. The escalators and turnstiles in subway systems, for example, are 
almost impossible to navigate with a baby stroller or toddler in tow (Spain, 1997). Therefore, transit agencies 
should consider women‘s greater responsibility for household child care when designing circulation inside and 
outside of transit stations. 
 
2.5.2 Environment 
Studies have shown that the perception of whether or not an environment is safe plays a large part in how people 
act and react to transit. Women cited dissatisfaction with lighting, safety, and security as important 
environmental factors that influence their use of spaces (Bianco & Lawson, 1996). Carter‘s (2003) study of 
gender differences with respect to fear and crime in relation to public transit found that men and women agree 
on many different forms of crime reduction, but women generally prefer staffing to technological solutions. Her 
results pointed to environmental solutions that enhanced transit users‘ sense of safety. Some examples of 
environmental solutions are better lighting, adjacent parking, safe access to and from the transit facility, and the 
presence of security guards and/or security cameras.  Carter found that while waiting for a bus, both women and 
men favor closed-circuit television (CCTV) at shelters. In addition, Carter‘s results highlighted women‘s greater 
concern for safety when traveling by bus. She reported that women preferred an additional staff member and the 
refusal by the driver to board those influenced by alcohol or drugs, whereas men felt just as safe with CCTV and 
in-vehicle radio contact for the driver. Finally, London‘s Department of Transport‘s looked at the ridership 
impacts of various environmental factors. Its analysis showed that an extra 10.5 percent of transit journeys 
would be generated if the public felt more secure when traveling, particularly when waiting at transit stations 
(Carter, 2003). Thus, transit agencies should undertake efforts to make transit station environments appear to 
be safer. 
 
2.5.3 Structure 
Studies identify the structure of transit as well as the structure of daycare services as barriers to the use of public 
transit by working parents (Bianco & Lawson, 1996; Spain, 1997; McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). As household 
structures become more complex and gender roles remain the same, the demand for more flexibility within the 
organization of these services has increased.    
  
First, studies have found that the hours of operation for both transit and daycare create challenges for daily 
household travel. As women have entered the labor force in greater numbers, more domestic and child-care trips 
have been pushed into non-work periods, including peak congestion periods, and linked with other trips for 
efficiency. The hours of operation of daycare facilities limit the options parents have and ensure that parents 
make their child care trips during peak travel periods (Spain, 1997; McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). Additionally, 
Bianco and Lawson (1996) found that the inconveniences of fixed-schedule transit to be a deterrent for many 
users. Fixed-schedule travel does not provide the flexibility parents need in case of emergencies. Thus, transit 
agencies and employers should consider greater use of emergency ride home programs that provide commuters 
using alternative modes of travel a free ride home from work in cases of emergency. 
 
Second, studies found that transit and child care expenses are highest among low-income families (NCONW, 
Inc., 2005). Since demographic data indicates that low-income households are more likely to rely on transit  and 
formal child care than affluent households, transit fares and daycare fares present another barrier to transit 
usage of working parents (Pucher & Renne, 2003; NCONW, 2005). A study in Ontario, Canada conducted by 
The Center for Sustainable Transportation (2004) noted that a family of four can make an automobile trip and 
pay for parking for less than if they had taken transit for the same trip. Pucher and Renne (2003) point out that 
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government intervention may be necessary to ensure the affordability of transit accessiblility for low-income 
households in the US. The National Council of Negro Women, Inc. (2005) has recognized the necessity for 
government intervention by promoting the co-location of child care and transit as a way for government to help 
subsidize travel and child care expenses of low-income families. These findings indicate that transit agencies, 
daycare professionals, and government agencies need to reevaluate the costs structured into transit and daycare 
services if they intend to enable transit use amongst working parents. 
 
2.6 Need for Further Research 
Research providing a better understanding of the variables which influence trip chaining behavior can be useful 
in several applications, including development of employer-based assistance programs, evaluation of mixed-use 
developments, micro-simulations of travel demand and forecasting impacts of TDM policies. In particular, 
current travel demand models use households and household characteristics to forecast the number and 
distribution of trips. However, individual characteristics, such as gender and work status, used in conjunction 
with household characteristics, such as life cycle stage, income, housing tenure, may be a key component of 
effective understanding of the future travel patterns of individuals (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). Moreover, 
the current literature lacks attention to the ways in which working men with primary child care and/or domestic 
responsibility within their household negotiate household travel decisions. 
 
 Nishii, Kondo, & Kitamura (year unknown) have also raised the importance of incorporating more information 
about the travel environment into analysis of trip chaining. Do TODs live up to their vision? Case studies or 
surveys documenting differences in transit usage of working parent by neighborhood development type should 
be conducted.  
 
The big future question that remains unanswered is whether and how the changes in women‘s status in the 
workplace, and perhaps the related change in the household dynamics and responsibilities, will affect travel 
behavior of both men and women. McGuckin and Murakami (1999) hypothesized that these changes will deeply 
impact the development of programs related to transit, land-use planning, work schedules, telecommuting, and 
other programs related to household travel demands. Perhaps with more women completing college, and 
entering more varied occupations, the resemblance of job types and pay between males and females will also 
result in child care patterns and domestic responsibilities which are more evenly divided between men and 
women within the household (McGuckin & Murakami, 1999). 
 
2.7 Literature Conclusions 
As household dynamics become more complex, the balance between family and employment obligations 
becomes increasingly difficult to maintain. Whether it is the travel behavior of women workers which is in 
question, or possible long-run changes in the decision-making process of the entire household, such concerns 
are central to the planning and development of responsive and equitable transportation systems (Rosenbloom, 
1978). Without a greater understanding of commute patterns of working parents who use formal child care 
services and the factors that enable or prevent them from using public transit, policy makers will continue to 
have unrealistic expectations for transportation policies and programs, especially with respect to the travel 
patterns of women. The household and social factors affecting travel choices of working parents explored within 
this literature review provide a sound theoretical basis for recent planning efforts to simplify parents‘ schedules 
by locating daycare services at or near transit stations.  
3.0 Methods 
Analysis of cross-tabulations is the primary method used in this study. Cross-tabulations are generally used 
when it is important to know not only the distribution of responses on a variable of interest but also an 
explanation for the distribution (Meier, 2006). For this particular study, it is important to understand the mode 
split amongst the parents of the 13 child care centers, but, more importantly, we want to explain the observed 
rates.  The outcome is a series of cross-tabulations presenting the results of the survey and what those results tell 
us about the study questions and hypotheses. SPSS statistical software was used to test the correlation and 
significance of the observed relationships within the data.  A more detailed discussion of the data analysis 
methods is provided in the following sections. 
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3.1 Data 
A survey of child care consumers (i.e., the parents), conducted in spring 2007 by the Local Investment in Child 
Care (LINCC), was analyzed by the primary researcher for this study (See Appendix A for the survey 
instrument). The survey asked 750 parents at 19 ‗transit-friendly‘ child care centers in Los Angeles, the San 
Francisco Bay Area, Watsonville, and Sacramento about how they get their children to child care and get 
themselves to work. Of the 19 child care centers, only 12 centers reported cases in which respondents used public 
transit for one or more trips related to child care throughout the day. Understanding why some parents were 
able to make trips using transit at these centers while others were not provides important insight about the daily 
variables affecting transit use associated with child care responsibilities.  
 
Of the 19 centers, the majority of them are located outside of the Los Angeles (LA) region; 16, or about 84 
percent, of the ―transit-friendly‖ child care centers are not in LA. Due to the historically different land use and 
transportation patterns that have developed between the LA region and northern California, this study focuses 
only on the survey responses from centers located outside the LA region.  
 
Additionally, of the 16 centers located outside of LA, only 13 of them reported cases in which respondents used 
public transit for one or more trips related to child care throughout the day. Since this study is particularly 
interested in explaining why sites in which child care and transit are collocated, yet not performing as expected, 
examining the responses from only these 13 centers provides important insight into why some parents were 
unable to make trips related to daily child care responsibilities by transit, while other parents did so successfully. 
These 13 centers make up the response sample of this study and are listed in Table 3.1. Table B in Appendix 
B provides a complete list of all of the child care centers focused on in this study and their corresponding 
attributes. Note that eight of the 13 centers are located in urban areas, while five centers are located in suburban 
areas. Furthermore, eight of the centers are subsidized; theree subsidized centers are urban, while two are 
suburban.  
 
Table 3.1 – Response Sample of Child Care Centers 
NAME CITY TRANSIT STATION / STOP URBAN SUBSIDIZED 
24 Hour Oakland Parent Teacher Children Center Oakland Fruitvale BART Yes Yes 
De Colores Head Start / Fruitvale Oakland Fruitvale BART Yes Yes 
Holy Family Day Home San Francisco 16th St. BART Yes Yes 
Bright Futures Early Learning Center Oakland 12th St. BART Yes No 
Small Trans Depot Oakland 19th St. BART Yes No 
The Phoenix School Sacramento 
Downtown Plaza,            
St. Rose of Lima Park 
Yes No 
Healthy Environment / Easter Seals Bay Area San Francisco 
Montgomery               
BART / Caltrain / bus 
Yes No 
Bright Horizons at 221 Main  San Jose Embarcadero BART Yes No 
Plaza CDC /  Family Service Redwood City 
Redwood City          
Caltrain / Samtrans bus 
No Yes 
Davis Street Child Care Center San Leandro San Leandro BART No Yes 
Rockridge Little School Oakland Rockridge BART No No 
La Petite Academy / Magic Years Richmond Richmond BART No No 
Bright Horizons / Tamien San Jose Tamien Caltrain No No 
 
The sample responses translated into 10 dependent variables (i.e., variables representing mode choice) and 61 
nominal independent variables that were tested against each other in various combinations. The independent 
variables are broken down into four groups: 1) drop off specific, 2) pick up specific, 3) household demographics, 
and 4) opinions. For a complete listing of all of the tested independent variables please see the data glossary in 
Appendix C.  
 
Not all dependent variables were appropriate to be tested against every independent variable. For example, it 
would not make sense to test whether a parent took transit in the morning to drop off their child against an 
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independent variable that is picking up specific. Additionally, not all dependent and independent variable 
combinations were appropriate to use to test the research hypotheses sited in this study. In other words, some 
combinations of these variables result in a relationship that is statistically significant, however the relationship 
suggested does not make sense or does not explain entirely why a relationship between those variables exists in 
the first place. Valid policy assumptions cannot be drawn from such instances. Differences between frequencies 
and averages were used to assess whether the relationship observed in a cross-tabulation is sufficiently strong to 
infer that a relationship likely exists in the full population.  
 
In addition to the cross-tabulations, surveys in which respondents provided a comment in the ―open ended‖ 
section of the survey were examined individually in order to develop a more qualitative understanding of the 
linkages between childcare and transit use at these 13 centers. The purpose of this section is to supplement the 
quantitative approach, capturing any issues that were not addressed properly or at all in the formal survey. The 
following section reveals only the results of these methods which can serve to inform child care, transportation, 
and planning policy in general. 
4.0 Results 
Appendix D provides the complete tables of all the tested dependent and independent variable combinations.  
 
4.1 Modal Split Preliminary Findings 
McDonald (2007) found that auto is the most common way children get to child care (Figure 1) and how parents 
of young children get to work (Figure 2) in the United States and in the San Francisco Bay Area.   
 
Figure 1: How parents get children to and 
from child care 
 
Note: Based on the modes of children 0-3 years old going to 
daycare/school.  Excludes school bus travel.   
Source: Unpublished Analysis of National Household Travel 
Survey 2001, US Department of Transportation; Bay Area Travel 
Survey 2000, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
Figure 2: How parents with children 5 and 
under get to work 
 
Note: Not all children attend child care centers and not all 
parents responsible for drop-off/pick-up. 
Source: Unpublished Analysis of National Household Travel 
Survey 2001, US Department of Transportation; Bay Area Travel 
Survey 2000, Metropolitan Transportation Commission 
 
Analysis of the 13 ―transit-friendly‖ child care centers showed that auto use was substantially lower than in the 
national and Bay Area statistics. Parents in this study‘s sample used other modes of transportation, such as 
walking and biking, substantially more and also used transit much more. For example, approximately 75 percent 
of parents in this study drove between home and the child care center for drop off and pick up. The level of 
transit use for these same trips was about 11 percent. From the child care center to the parents‘ final morning 
destination—generally work—there is a change in behavior. The proportion of parents using auto decreases to 
about 62 to 63 percent for the trip to work and the trip from work back to the child care center (Table 4.0). 
Alternative modes of transit increase for these trips reflecting the advantages of traveling without small children 
(i.e., not having to carry the child, carry the child‘s stuff, or worry about keeping an eye on the child. McDonald 
noted that his change in behavior is attributed to the fact that many parents are able to park at or near the child 
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care center, then walk to their final morning destination. Many of these parents have child care in the same 
building or near the vicinity of their office  (McDonald, 2007). 
 
Table 4.0 – How Parents with Kids in “Transit-Friendly” Child Care (CC) Travel 
Travel Mode 
Morning Trips Afternoon Trips 
From Home to CC CC to Final Destination Pick-up Child at CC CC to Home 
Auto 75 % 63 % 62% 75% 
Transit 11% 11% 10% 11% 
Other 14% 26% 27% 16% 
 
The overall travel mode averages mask variation across the 13 child care centers. By grouping the centers by 
their location (i.e., urban or suburban) and level of subsidy (i.e., child care center offers subsidy or does not offer 
subsidy), we are better able to understand behavior. Transit use is highest in unsubsidized urban centers (Table 
4.1). This is an interesting finding, since it would be more intuitive to think that urban subsidized centers would 
have a higher rate of transit users, due to their location in areas served well by transit combined with families 
receiving subsidies. Thus, the families are of lower income and are more likely to have lower levels of auto 
access, as the literature review suggests. Additionally, use of other modes of transportation in the urban centers, 
such as walking and biking, is highest and this reflects the advantages of higher-density areas with a greater mix 
of land use patterns. In the suburban centers, subsidized and unsubsidized, auto is most commonly used for 
travel, largely reflecting the difficulties of using transit in lower-density areas. 
   
Table 4.1 – Travel Modes Across Centers 
Center Type 
Morning Trips Afternoon Trips 
From Home to CC CC to Final Destination From Home to CC CC to Final Destination 
Auto Transit Other Auto Transit Other Auto Transit Other Auto Transit Other 
Urban Subsidized 55% 13% 33% 56% 11% 33% 57% 11% 32% 53% 14% 34% 
Urban Unsubsidized 82% 17% 1% 55% 13% 33% 52% 15% 33% 82% 14% 4% 
Suburban Subsidized 94% 4% 2% 92% 4% 4% 90% 4% 6% 88% 8% 4% 
Suburban Unsubsidized 95% 3% 3% 79% 9% 12% 80% 4% 16% 93% 0% 7% 
 
Table 4.1 also provides a better understanding of changes in travel behavior for parents‘ trips to work from 
child care and from work back to child care. For suburban centers, the rate of transit use and walking generally 
increases for this type of travel trip. The increase is observed to be the greatest in suburban unsubsidized 
centers. This may illustrate how suburban child care centers collocated with quality transit stations/stops can 
influence mode choice for the travel between child care centers and work trips. Additionally, alternative 
transportation rates are observed to increase for these types of trips in urban unsubsidized trips. This trend can 
be attributed, again, to the higher-density urban area as well as the possibility that these child cares are 
collocated with employment centers. 
 
4.2 Factors Affecting Transit Use 
Factors such as the person responsible for child care related travel, the need to trip-chain, household income, 
and household structure all affect rates of transit use as suggesting in previous research. Additionally, exposure 
to employer-based transportation demand programs, such as Multi-ride and free parking at work, as well as 
awareness of transit services, also impact transit use by parents. 
 
Women are predominantly responsible for child care related duties in the household (Table 4.2). According to 
the sample, mothers drop their children off (69 percent) at child care 45 percent more often than fathers (24 
percent). Mothers pick up their children at child care (71 percent) more often than fathers (21 percent) by 50 
percent. 
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Table 4.2 – Who’s Dropping Off and Picking Up the Kids? 
Responsible Party Child Care Drop-off Duty Child Care Pick-up Duty 
Mother 69% 71% 
Father 24% 21% 
Nanny / Caregiver 3% 3% 
Other 4% 5% 
 
The literature has shown that the need to drop off and pick up children throughout the day makes women more 
reliant on automobiles (Table 4.3). Of all the parents in this study who drove to drop off their children at child 
care, 70 percent of them were mothers. Of all the mothers who were responsible for dropping their children off 
in the morning, 71 percent of them chose to make the trip by auto while 28.4 percent used alternative modes. In 
other words, mothers are 43.2 percent more likely to make the trip by personal automobile. 
 
 
Research has also shown that working parents who primarily are responsible for child care duties within the 
household place greater value on travel time, thus, prefer to travel by auto. The sample statistics confirm this 
notion (Table 4.4). Of all the parents who drove to drop their children off at child care in the morning, 69 
percent were employed full-time, 15.8 percent were part-time, and 11.9 percent were homemakers (i.e., not 
employed in the formal workforce). Of the total full-time parents, 84.8 percent of them drove; within the part-
time parents, 80 percent drove; and within the category of homemaker, only 46.7 percent drove. That is, parents 
who work full time are 38.1 percent more likely to rely on auto for child care related trips. 
 
Previous research also identified the greater value placed on a parent‘s time when the parent is not only 
responsible for child care duties, but domestic errands as well. Thus, alternative modes of transportation are a 
less desirable choice. Parents who had to go to work after dropping their children off at child care made up 72.3 
percent of all those who used auto to drop off their kids. Of those parents who go to work after drop off, 88.5 
percent of them drove; within the category of parents who ran an errand after drop off, 62.7 percent used auto; 
within the categories of ―another drop off‖ and ―other,‖ 69.2 and 65.2 percent drove; and within the category of 
parents who went home after drop off, only 53.2 percent drove their kids (Table 4.5). That is, parents who trip 
Table 4.3 – The Likelihood of Moms Driving for Child Care Related Travel  
Drive  
Mother 
Drop Off Pick Up 
False True False True 
False 
Count 32 124 45 183 
% within drivers 20.5% 79.5% 19.7% 80.3% 
% within mother 19.3% 28.4% 27.6% 41.6% 
True 
Count 134 313 118 257 
% within drivers 30.0% 70.0% 31.5% 68.5% 
% within mother 80.7% 71.6% 72.4% 58.4% 
Total Count 166 437 163 440 
Table 4.4 – The Relationship between Driving and Employment Type 
Drive for Drop Off Trip 
Employment Type 
Full Time Part Time Homemaker 
False True False True False True 
False 
Count 109 66 154 21 103 72 
% within drivers 62.3% 37.7% 88.0% 12.0% 58.9% 41.1% 
% within employment type 40.1% 15.2% 25.6% 20.0% 18.0% 53.3% 
True 
Count 163 368 447 84 468 63 
% within drivers 30.7% 69.3% 84.2% 15.8% 88.1% 11.9% 
% within  employment type 59.9% 84.8% 74.4% 80.0% 82.0% 46.7% 
Total Count 272 434 601 105 571 135 
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chained in the morning were between 9.5 and 35.3 percent more likely to drive than those parents who just 
returned home. 
 
The trends described above from Table 4.5 are reinforced by those found amongst single parent households, 
where one parent is forced to be responsible for all child care, domestic, and work responsibilities (Table 4.6). 
While single parent households represent only 29 percent of those driving to child care every day, 68.8 percent 
of single parent households rely on auto for every trip throughout the day, where only 53.4 percent of two-parent 
households rely on auto. That is, single parent households are 15.4 percent more likely to use auto for all child 
care-related trips. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
According to the 2001 National Housing Travel Survey, low-income households account for 63 percent of the 
nation‘s transit riders. As noted before in the previous results section, it is assumed that lower-income families 
that qualify for child care subsidies are less likely to access automobiles or maintain operating vehicles, thus, 
more likely to use alternative modes for travel. However, subsidized centers showed lower rates of transit 
ridership than unsubsidized. Additionally, Table 4.7 reveals that while only 30 percent of all child care-related 
driving trips are made by households receiving child care subsidies, 76.6 percent of subsidized households make 
the choice to use auto where only 51.5 percent of all unsubsidized households make that same choice. Therefore, 
subsidized households are actually 25.1 percent more likely to make all child-related trips by personal vehicle. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.5 – The Relationship between Driving and Trip Chaining 
Drive for Drop Off Trip 
Trip Chaining 
Work Home Errand Another Drop Off Other 
False True False True False True False True True False 
False 
Count 114 42 75 81 128 28 152 4 148 8 
% within drivers 73.1% 26.9% 48.1% 51.9% 82.1% 17.9% 97.4% 2.6% 94.9% 5.1% 
% within trip chain 47.9% 11.5% 17.4% 46.8% 24.2% 37.3% 25.8% 30.8% 25.5% 34.8% 
True 
Count 124 323 355 92 400 47 438 9 432 15 
% within drivers 27.7% 72.3% 79.4% 20.6% 89.5% 10.5% 98.0% 2.0% 96.6% 3.4% 
% within trip chain 52.1% 88.5% 82.6% 53.2% 75.8% 62.7% 74.2% 69.2% 74.5% 65.2% 
Total Count 238 365 430 173 528 75 590 13 580 23 
Table 4.6 – Relationship between Driving and Single Parent Households 
Drive Every Trip 
Single Parent Household 
False True 
False 
Count 250 53 
% within drivers 82.0% 17.4% 
% within households 46.6% 31.2% 
True 
Count 286 117 
% within drivers 71.0% 29.0% 
% within households 53.4% 68.8% 
Total Count 536 170 
Table 4.7 – Relationship between Driving and Families with Subsidized 
Drive Every Trip 
Household Has Subsidized Child Care 
False True 
False 
Count 266 37 
% within drivers 87.2% 12.1% 
% within households 48.5% 23.4% 
True 
Count 282 121 
% within drivers 70.0% 30.0% 
% within households 51.5% 76.6% 
Total Count 548 158 
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Another factor that influences a parent‘s mode choice decision is their exposure to frequent transit-use rewards, 
such as multi-ride passes. Often times, these passes can be subsidized for employees by employers in order to 
manage parking or traffic demand at the worksite. Survey respondents that had multi-ride transit passes were 10 
percent more likely to use transit for all child care-related trips (Table 4.8). Survey respondents whose partners 
had transit passes were 6 percent more likely to use transit for all child care-related trips. Therefore, parents 
who owned frequent transit passes were between 6 and 10 percent more likely to not drive. 
 
In addition to frequent use transit passes, availability of free parking at final destination – generally work – 
influenced parents‘ travel behavior. Those from the sample with free parking represent 63.3 percent of all 
parents who chose to make child care-related trips by auto. Of those with free parking, 84.8 percent chose to 
drive; of those without free parking, 74.5 percent drove; and of those who were not sure that they would have 
free parking, only 28.6 percent drove their kids. In other words, those parents who knew they had free parking at 
their final destination were 56.2 percent more likely to drive than those who were unsure. However, the a high 
proportion of parents who knew that parking would not be free still decided to drive, thus, underlying the 
importance parents place on automobile use despite the disadvantage of paying for parking.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The following section explores the influence of parents‘ attitudes and their choice of travel mode for child care-
related travel. 
 
4.3 Parental Attitudes Affecting Mode Choice 
Parental attitudes affecting mode choice with respect to location of child care centers and barriers to using 
public transportation were assessed. Tables 4.10 – 4.17 present these findings in greater detail. 
 
In this study, 92.8 percent of the parents who drive for all child care-related trips identified quality of child care 
as the most important factor in choosing a child care center. After quality, availability or space for child was the 
second most important factor (91.6 percent). Cost was identified amongst these parents as the third most 
important factor (Table 4.10). Of the parents who said cost was an important factor, 63 percent drove for all 
trips related to child care travel.  These responses are important because parents, particularly those with cars, 
are willing to trade travel time and cost for space in a quality child care facility. This fact limits their ability to 
choose child care based on its location. Thus, it is no surprise to find that only 53.6 percent of these parents 
value the collocation of child care centers and transit in their decision (Table 4.11). 
 
 
Table 4.8 – The Relationship between the likelihood of driving and having Multi-ride / Transit Pass  
Transit for Every Trip 
Respondent Has Multi-Ride/Pass Respondent’s Partner has Multi-Ride / Transit Pass 
False True False True 
False 
Count 581 91 592 80 
% within drivers 86.2% 13.5% 87.8% 11.9% 
% within pass 96.7% 86.7% 95.5% 89.9% 
True 
Count 20 14 25 9 
% within drivers 58.8% 41.2% 73.5% 26.5% 
% within pass 3.3% 13.3% 4.1% 10.1% 
Total Count 601 105 617 89 
Table 4.9 – Relationship between Driving and Availability of Free Parking at Final Destination 
Drive Every Trip 
Free Parking Available 
False True Don’t Know 
False 
Count 61 60 25 
% within drivers 34.9% 34.3% 14.3% 
% within important 25.5% 15.2% 71.4% 
True 
Count 178 336 10 
% within drivers 33.5% 63.3% 1.9% 
% within important 74.5% 84.8% 28.6% 
Total Count 239 396 35 
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Those who felt it is important to locate child care centers near transit were 9.2 percent less likely to drive their 
kids. Collocation of child care and the home, as well as child care and the work place, were factors equally 
important to parents who drive for all child care related travel (80.3 percent of parents).  
 
According to this study, the largest barrier for parents who drive for all child care-related travel is the having to 
carry their child and or their child‘s belongings (62 percent). Of the parents who felt that carrying children and 
their stuff makes travel by transit difficult, 60.8 percent of them drive their kids. Of those that did not find the 
difficulty of carrying children and their stuff a barrier to transit use, 55.1 percent drove their kids. Therefore, 
those who felt it was a barrier were only 5.7 percent more likely to drive than those who did not. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The second largest barrier for parents who drive for all child care-related travel is the length of trip on transit 
(56.2 percent). Table 4.12 on the next page shows that the parents who felt the length of trip on transit is a 
barrier, 63.0 percent of them drive while only 53.0 percent of those who did not think the length of trip was a 
barrier drove their kids. Thus, those parents who share this belief were 10 percent more likely to drive their 
children. This reflects the belief expressed frequently in the open ended analysis that driving is faster than taking 
transit.  
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.10 – Relationship between Driving and Cost of Child Care 
Drive Every Trip 
Cost of Center is Important 
False True 
False 
Count 23 179 
% within drivers 8.9% 69.1% 
% within important 53.5% 37.0% 
True 
Count 20 305 
% within drivers 5.8% 88.4% 
% within important 46.5% 63.0% 
Total Count 43 484 
Table 4.11 – Relationship between Driving and Child Care Location 
Drive Every Trip 
Center Located near Home  
is Important 
Center Located near Work 
is Important 
Center Located near Transit  
is Important 
False True False True False True 
False 
Count 55 182 56 159 75 153 
% within drivers 21.2% 70.3% 21.6% 61.4% 29.0% 59.1% 
% within important 49.1% 39.7% 54.9% 36.5% 36.1% 45.3% 
True 
Count 57 277 46 277 133 185 
% within drivers 16.5% 80.3% 13.3% 80.3% 38.6% 53.6% 
% within important 50.9% 60.3% 45.1% 63.5% 63.9% 54.7% 
Total Count 112 459 102 436 208 338 
Table 4.16– Relationship between Driving and Carrying Children / their Stuff 
Drive Every Trip 
Carry Children / their Stuff is a Barrier 
False True 
False 
Count 79 138 
% within drivers 30.5% 53.3% 
% within barrier 44.9% 39.2% 
True 
Count 97 214 
% within drivers 28.1% 62.0% 
% within barrier 55.1% 60.8% 
Total Count 176 352 
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The third largest barrier for parents who drive is the distance from home to the nearest transit stop/station (49 
percent). Table 4.13 shows that 65.8 percent of the parents who felt the distance from home to transit was a 
barrier drive, as compared to the 62.7 percent of the parents who felt the distance from transit to child care is a 
barrier. These findings highlight the importance of connectivity and access to transit. Looking closer at these 
findings, those who felt the distance from home to transit was a barrier were 13.2 percent more likely to drive 
than those who did not think that this was a barrier. Additionally, those who felt the distance from transit to the 
child care center is a barrier are 7.6 percent more likely to drive than their counterparts.  
 
 
According to this study, the majority of parents who drive for all child care-related trips agree with the 
statement, ―Driving is the fastest way to get my child to child care‖ (82.9 percent). Of all the parents who agreed 
with the statement, 60.3 percent of them drive for all trips made related to child care (Table 4.14). These 
parents were only 4.1 percent more likely to drive than those that did not agree with the statement. 
 
 
The parents who drove most often also agreed with the statement, ―I need a car in an emergency to get to my 
child‖ (69.6 percent). Table 4.15 shows that of all the parents who agreed with this statement, 62.7 percent of 
them drove while only 48.6 percent of the parents who drove who did not agree with the statement. That is, 
Table 4.12 – Relationship between Driving and Length of Trip on Transit 
Drive Every Trip 
Length of Trip on Transit is a Barrier 
False True 
False 
Count 102 114 
% within drivers 39.4% 44.0% 
% within barrier 47.0% 37.0% 
True 
Count 115 194 
% within drivers 33.3% 56.2% 
% within barrier 53.0% 63.0% 
Total Count 217 308 
Table 4.13 – Relationship between Driving and Distance from Transit 
Drive Every Trip 
Distance from Home and Transit Stop / 
Station is a Barrier 
Distance from Transit Stop / Station and Child 
Care Center is a Barrier 
False True False True 
False 
Count 130 88 135 87 
% within drivers 50.2% 34.0% 52.1% 33.6% 
% within barrier 47.4% 34.2% 44.9% 37.3% 
True 
Count 144 169 166 146 
% within drivers 41.7% 49.0% 48.1% 42.3% 
% within barrier 52.6% 65.8% 55.1% 62.7% 
Total Count 274 257 301 233 
Table 4.14 – Relationship between Driving and Opinion that Driving is Fastest Way to Get Child to Child Care 
Drive Every Trip 
Agree 
False True 
False 
Count 36 188 
% within drivers 13.9% 72.6% 
% within important 43.9% 39.7% 
True 
Count 46 286 
% within drivers 13.3% 82.9% 
% within important 56.1% 60.3% 
Total Count 82 474 
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parents who believe they need a car in an emergency to get to their children are 14.1 percent more likely to make 
all of their trips by auto.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.16 shows that 43.2 percent of the people that agreed with the statement, ―It is cheaper to ride transit 
than it is to drive.‖ Of all the people that agreed with this statement, 56.3 percent of them drove for all trips 
related to child care. Of all the people that disagreed, 63.7 percent of them drove their children. Therefore, 
people that disagreed were only 7.4 percent more likely to drive to child care. The percentage difference was not 
particularly strong across all categories of responses for this question. It appears that the survey respondents 
had mixed attitudes about the price of transit in comparison to the price of driving. This reflects the fact that 
most people do not consider all the costs involved with operating and maintenancing a vehicle (i.e., gas, tolls, 
repairs, parking, etc.) when answering a question such as this one. In generally, people only take into 
consideration the regular out-of-pocket costs, such as transit fare.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Additionally, the majority of parents who used auto for all trips disagreed with the statement, ―Parking is very 
expensive near my work‖ (58.8 percent). Of those that disagreed with the statement, 66.6 percent of the parents 
drove for all child care-related trips while 53.3 percent of the parents who agreed with the statement still drove 
(Table 4.17). Therefore, parents who had free or inexpensive parking near work were 13 percent more likely to 
drive than those parents with expensive parking near work. However, an important caveat is need here: the fact 
that a high proportion of the parents who had expensive parking near work and still drove should not be 
overlooked since it underscores how much parents value having access to their personal vehicles.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 4.15 – Relationship between Driving and Need for a Car in an Emergency to get to Child 
Drive Every Trip 
Agree 
False True 
False 
Count 91 143 
% within drivers 35.1% 55.2% 
% within agree 51.4% 37.3% 
True 
Count 86 240 
% within drivers 24.9% 69.6% 
% within agree 48.6% 62.7% 
Total Count 177 383 
Table 4.16 – Relationship between Driving and Opinion that it is Cheaper to Ride Transit than Driving 
Drive Every Trip 
Agree 
False True 
False 
Count 85 131 
% within drivers 32.8% 50.6% 
% within important 36.3% 43.7% 
True 
Count 149 169 
% within drivers 43.2% 49.0% 
% within important 63.7% 56.3% 
Total Count 234 300 
Table 4.17 – Relationship between Driving and the Opinion that Parking is Very Expensive Near My Work 
Drive Every Trip 
Agree 
False True 
False 
Count 102 100 
% within drivers 39.4% 38.6% 
% within important 33.4% 46.7% 
True 
Count 203 114 
% within drivers 58.8% 33.0% 
% within important 66.6% 53.3% 
Total Count 305 214 
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4.4 Open Ended Comments  
Fifteen unifying themes were identified amongst the comments respondents made in the ―Open Ended‖ section 
of the survey instrument. Table 4.18 presents the results arranged in order of greatest to least frequency. 
 
 
Table 4.18 – Open Ended Themes 
Major Theme 
Frequency 
of 
Response 
Supportive Quote/s 
Transit is not a realistic choice for 
parents who need to carry their 
children / their stuff 
19 
Anyone with small children should be allowed to sit in seats for the disabled. The signs 
[on transit for disabled seating] should include ‘people with small children’ 
Busses should have a space to store strollers similar to how you can put your bicycle on 
the front of the bus 
It is about convenience when traveling with a toddler and having to bring her school 
bag, my laptop bag, and purse and any additional materials that I may require for 
work. 
There are no room for strollers on BART except the handicap section, which you can’t 
use if there are people needing to be in that section 
Driving is simply faster and more 
convenient than transit 
15 
Our main reason for not walking or using public transit is that it is simply much faster 
and more convenient to drive. 
When I’m running late I drive 
More than one drop off makes it inconvenient to take transit 
Crowded buses / trains during rush 
hours make it difficult to use transit 
with small children 
10 
Taking a stroller onto a crowded bus is almost impossible with, child, stroller, and 
diaper bag. 
It is tough to get on a crowded bus with a child in rush hour 
Riders are not tolerant of strollers during heavy commute times 
Bus times are unpredictable / 
unreliable / inconsistent 
4 
I definitely wish that bus times were more predictable; waiting for the bus can be 
extremely frustrating. 
Survey ignored issues related to the 
environment of transit stations 
4 
MUNI is so-so kid-friendly, except for elevators (or lack thereof) 
The neighborhood between the center and the bus station is not a good one for 
walking with a toddler (overpasses, construction, dead pigeons, etc.) 
Even if child care and transit is 
collocated, the connection to 
employment are not well established 
3 
I wish my work was closer to transit so that I could take it 
We do not use public transit because we cannot get to work from the Tamien Caltrain 
station. 
Survey ignores issues related to safety 3 
Another concern is the possibility that my child falls off the bus seats as many buses 
are rough 
Needing to transfer bus or train lines 
takes too much time and is not 
convenient 
2 There are no direct bus routes 
Transit is an inferior choice to driving in 
bad weather conditions 
2 I drive when it rains—I don’t want my child to start his day off all wet 
Parking most places is free and easy 2 Given that parking is free and easy, I don’t ever foresee using public transport 
Parents worry that children will not 
behave or cooperate on transit 
2 
My son just turned 3 and now seems ready, but prior it was a concern that he would 
freak out, cry, or try to escape on transit. 
Parents who drive have more time to 
spend bonding with their children after 
work 
2 
That is at least an hour extra out of my day that I don’t spend with my kids but on 
transit 
Taking transit to work is not the 
solution for all working situations 
2 
We both work at home so “work” = “home” 
Public transit to and from my home and child care center is readily available, but 
working in an on-call status and not having a specific time or location that I will work 
that day, and having requirements on response time for work makes utilizing public 
transportation impossible in my scenario 
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5.0 Limitations 
Overall, the survey instrument covered an array of influential factors and attitudes that ultimately bear on a 
parents travel behavior. However, this analysis could have been strengthened had questions been posed 
regarding the physical environment of transit stations/stops, the structure of child care centers, and the safety 
concerns unique to parents. Further research with respect to these topics would help better inform 
recommendations for policy and practice made within this report. 
6.0 Conclusions and Recommendations 
While transit ridership at the 13 ―transit-friendly‖ child care centers was higher than both the national and San 
Francisco Bay averages, not all centers – mainly suburban centers – were performing as well as expected. The 
majority of parents still drive to drop children off at child care, however, they are more inclined to use 
alternative modes when their children are not with them; child care is chosen primarily based on quality with 
location a secondary concern; and public policy makers and advocates can do little to minimize parents‘ need to 
carry child-related gear, the primary identified barrier to taking children to-or-from child care on transit. 
Nevertheless, the survey responses analyzed for this study showed that child care availability near transit can 
result in more parents riding or walking than general population averages, thus, resulting in fewer cars on the 
road, and higher transit usage. The following recommendations are supported by the above analysis. 
 
6.1 Recommendations for Transit Agencies, Planners, and Government Officials 
1) Support the collocation of child care and transit in combination with transit-oriented developments (TODs). 
 
The connections between child care and transit seem to be strongest when: 
 
• Working parents do not have free parking at work. 
• Transit service is frequent and reliable. 
• The center is in an urban area. 
• The parents‘ place of employment is accessible by transit. 
• Child care is in a location that has multiple other destinations within walking distance around a transit station. 
 
The connections are weakest when: 
 
• Employers offer free parking at work.  
• Child care program offers only a limited schedule, discouraging use by working parents. 
• Parents are provided storage space for their children‘s gear on transit. 
 
Given survey results and the factors discussed above, transit or other public agencies which design funding 
streams that permit funding of child care center planning and development near transit should encourage child 
care programs to meet the following criteria: 
 
• The program selected to operate the child care provides full-day child care services which meet the needs of 
commuting working families. 
• The program is designed to serve children and families with demographics that mirror those of the transit 
riders, as well as local employers and residents. 
• The program agrees to highlight its transit linkages in its marketing materials. 
• The program administrators are willing to work with transit agencies and child care intermediaries to promote 
linkages 
• The child care provides parents inexpensive parking at the center to encourage more parents to travel by 
alternative modes, once their children and their child‘s gear are secured by the child care providers. 
 
2) Promote regional guaranteed ride home programs. 
 
The survey found that most parents feel that they need access to a car in order to get their children from child 
care in an emergency. In fact, parents who held this belief were more than 14 percent likely to drive than those 
who did not feel the same way. However, the relationship between those parents and those parents‘ partners 
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who had emergency ride home programs at their work and their use of transit were not significant. This 
disconnect between the survey findings and parental attitudes points to a possible information lapse between 
participating employers, and transit agencies and the employees that can benefit most from such programs. 
Transit agencies should produce commuter alternative program brochures and regularly promote these 
programs at participating employer work sites. 
 
3) Increase targeted marketing towards parents of children in child care. 
 
Information should be posted at stations and on transit agency websites that alerts parents to local child care 
resources that are conveniently accessible by transit.  
 
4) Promote child friendly vehicle fleets. 
 
Transit operators that use low floor buses and have large open spaces make it easier for parents to transport 
strollers. Another option would be to have storage for child-related gear under the bus (much like charter buses 
allow for) so that parents may store their stuff before entering the bus the same as bicyclist who use transit store 
their bikes on the front of the bus. While such buses also benefit transit agencies for other reasons, they also help 
to address the key barrier to transit use by parents (i.e., the need to carry child-related gear). Similarly, trains 
can allow more or less access to strollers with perimeter seating and by posting signage that asks riders to yield 
space to parents who bring them aboard. In addition to these features of the vehicles, areas of seating could be 
set aside for families with small children (much like areas set aside for handicapped individuals) that provide 
seat belts for small children on both buses and trains. This way, riders can be aware of the special needs parents 
traveling with small children have, thus, educating them to be more tolerant to their needs. Providing seating 
specifically to people who are traveling with children also addresses the concerns of many parents who feel they 
are inconveniencing other riders. 
 
5) Provide transit subsidies to parents instead of child care subsidies. 
 
The survey found that transit use was significantly lower amongst families receiving child care subsidies. 
Households receiving this type of subsidy were 25 percent more likely to drive than unsubsidized households. 
Additionally, households that obtained multi-ride or transit passes were significantly more likely to choose to 
use transit for all of their travel. Therefore, by shifting the subsidy to the appropriate factor that has the greatest 
ability to influence parent travel behaviors, transit agencies and child care providers will be making a more 
efficient use out of their resources. 
 
6) Ensure child-friendly access to rail stations. 
 
Several parents noted that the lack of elevators at rail stations made it difficult for them to get their children and 
their child-related gear such as strollers onto the transit platform. Thus, by providing elevators, transit agencies 
will be providing better access to transit for parents with small children. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for Child Care Providers 
1) Support working parents who would prefer to use transit by extending child care hours. 
 
Survey respondents indicated in their open ended responses that using transit was not a practical choice for 
them due to the time it adds to their day, in combination with the limited child care facility hours.  
 
2) Include Transit Information and Marketing Materials On-site 
 
Promote transit links in marketing materials to attract parents. Location near a transit station/hub can be a 
marketing asset. Centers might also provide transit schedules onsite. 
 
3) Expand or relocate child care near quality transit. 
 
The survey found that parents did not utilize the train as expected. In their open ended response, parents sited 
the frequency and unreliability of the transit as their reason for not utilizing the link between these two services.  
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6.3 Recommendations for Employers Located Near Transit 
1) Promote flex-time and telecommuting options to offset the need of parents who rush between work and child 
care. 
 
Parents in the survey sample who needed to be at work after dropping their children off at child care were over 
35 percent more likely to drive than parents who returned home after they dropped off their kids. Additionally, 
parents who returned home were significantly more likely to choose alternative modes of transportation.  
Therefore, by providing parents flexible morning start times or telecommuting options, employers will be taking 
away the extra stressed placed on parents to decrease travel time from child care to work. 
 
2) Do not provide free, on-site parking to employees. 
 
The survey indicated that those who had free parking were 13 percent more likely to drive than those who did 
not have this benefit. This will strengthen the observed change in parent travel behavior between child care 
drop-off and work, as well as the work to child care pick-up trips. 
 
3) Employers provide on-site child care to employees. 
 
More than 80 percent of parents who drove for all child care-related travel indicated the importance of child 
care being located near their place of work. Such programs could essentially eliminate two auto trips for working 
parents. 
 
4) Participate in guaranteed ride home programs . 
 
As noted before, the potential of such programs are not being realized. Parents still overwhelmingly believe that 
access to personal vehicle is necessary in order to reach their children in emergency situations. Promotion of 
such programs by employers provides parents with more travel options. The key is effectively marketing these 
guaranteed ride home programs so parents know about this option and its potential to reduce their dependence 
on auto.  
 
5) Subsidize transit for employees. 
 
See recommendation #5 in Section 6.1. 
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Appendix B 
Child Care Center Data 
 
Table B.1 – Child Care Center Descriptions 
ID Name City Station Urban Subsidized 
Dist. to 
Rail 
(miles) 
Dist. to 
Bus 
(miles) 
Infant 
Care 
Capacity 
1 24-Hr. Parent-Teacher Ctr. Oakland Fruitvale BART Y Y 0.30 0.30 Y 70 
2 Bright Futures Early Learning Center Oakland 12th St. BART Y N 0.20 0.05 Y 70 
3 BRIGHT HORIZONS - TAMIEN San Jose Tamien Caltrain N N 0.05 0.05 Y 132 
4 Bright Horizons@221 Main San Francisco Embarcadero BART Y N 0.20 0.10 Y 119 
5 California Hospital Med Center Los Angeles Blue Line/Figueroa & Pico stop? Y Y 0.30 0.05 N 36 
6 Davis Street CC Center San Leandro San Leandro BART N Y 0.50 0.05 N 60 
7 Healthy Environments San Francisco Montgomery BART/Caltrain/bus Y N 0.40 0.05 Y 86 
8 De Colores Head Start Oakland Fruitvale BART Y Y 0.05 0.05 Y 122 
9 GO KIDS - VIA DEL MAR Watsonville Watsonville Bus Transit Center N Y 0.00 0.05 N 32 
10 Holy Family Day Home San Francisco 16th St. BART Y Y 0.30 0.05 N 150 
11 Kaiser Permanente Watts Los Angeles Blue Line/103rd St. Y Y 0.30 0.05 N 24 
12 Kidango Ohlone Chynoweth Center San Jose Ohlone-Chynoweth lightrail/bus, Sjose N Y 0.20 0.20 Y 44 
13 La Petite Academy/Magic Years Richmond Richmond BART N N 0.20 0.20 Y 84 
14 OUR PLACE -- MARIN DAY SCHOOLS Redwood City Redwood City Caltrain/ Samtrans bus N N 0.30 0.20 Y - 
15 Plaza CDC/Family Service Redwood City Redwood City Caltrain/ Samtrans bus N Y 0.20 0.20 N 24 
16 Rockridge Little School Oakland Rockridge BART N N 0.20 0.05 N 41 
17 Small Trans Depot (Caltrans) Oakland 19th St. BART Y N 0.30 0.05 Y 36 
18 The Phoenix School Sacramento Downtown Plaza, St. Rose of Lima Park Y N 0.10 0.05 Y 112 
19 
Union Station Gateway  
Child Development Center 
Los Angeles Los Angeles Union Station Y N 0.05 0.05 Y 86 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix C 
Data Glossary 
  
[viii] 
 
Table C.1 – Mode Specific Variables (Dependent Variables) 
# 
Variable 
Name 
Description 
1 dr_drive Drove to drop off child at child care 
2 dr_transit Took bus or train to drop off child at child care 
3 fn_drive Drove to final destination in the morning after child care drop off 
4 fn_transit Took bus or train to final destination in the morning after child care drop off 
5 pu_drive Drove to pick up child from child care 
6 pu_transit Took bus or train to pick up child from child care 
7 hm_drive Drove home after picking up child from child care 
8 hm_transit Took bus or train home after picking up child from child care 
9 all_drive Drove for drop off, pick up, final destination, and home 
10 all_transit Took bus or train for drop off, pick up, final destination, and home 
 
Table C.2 – Drop Off Specific Variables 
# 
Variable 
Name 
Description 
1 dr_mom Mom dropped child off at child care most in the past week 
2 dr_dad Dad dropped child off at child care most in the past week 
3 dr_nanny Babysitter/nanny dropped child off at child care most in the past week 
4 dr_other Other dropped child off at child care most in the past week 
5 dr_days Number of days child was dropped off last week by the person who drops them off the most 
6 dr_ft Person who dropped child off most is employed full time 
7 dr_pt Person who dropped child off most is employed part time 
8 dr_homa Person who dropped child off most is homemaker (or not employed) 
9 dr_minto Number of minutes the drop off trip took 
10 dr_work After drop off, final morning destination was work 
11 dr_home After drop off, final morning destination was home 
12 dr_erran After drop off, final morning destination was an errand 
13 dr_drop After drop off, final morning destination was another drop off 
14 dr_fnoth After drop off, final morning destination was work 
15 dr_minfr Number of minutes from child care to final morning destination trip 
16 fn_park Free parking at their final destination  
 
Table C.3 – Pick Up Specific Variables 
# 
Variable 
Name 
Description 
1 pu_mom Mom picked up child from child care the most in the past week 
2 pu_dad Dad picked up child from child care the most in the past week 
3 pu_nanny Nanny/babysitter picked up child from child care the most in the past week 
4 pu_puoth Other picked up child from child care the most in the past week 
5 pu_days Number of days child was picked up last week by the person who picks them up the most 
6 pu_miles How many miles was the place person came from to pick child up to a rail/bus stop 
7 pu_block How many blocks was the place person came from to pick child up to a rail/bus stop 
8 pu_dk Person doesn’t know if the place they came from to pick child up is close to a rail/bus stop 
9 pu_minto Number of minutes it took to get to child care from the place they were before pick up 
10 pu_work Person who picked up child most came from work 
11 pu_home Person who picked up child most came from home 
12 pu_oroth Person who picked up child most came from other 
13 pu_minfr Number of minutes it took to get from child care to home/final destination 
[ix] 
 
 
 
Table C.4 – Household Demographics Specific Variables 
# Variable Name Description 
1 numadlt Number of adults in household 
2 numkids Number of children in household 
3 singprnt Single parent  
4 subsidy Child care fees are subsidize  
5 numveh Number of working vehicles at household 
6 you_mult Person filling out survey has multi-ride/monthly bus pass/train pass 
7 par_mult Person’s Partner has multi-ride/monthly bus pass/train pass 
8 you_emer Person filling out survey has an emergency ride home program 
9 par_emer Person’s Partner has an emergency ride home program 
10 hm_miles Number of miles to rail or bus station from home 
11 hm_block Number of blocks to rail or bus station from home 
12 hm_dk Don’t know how close home is to rail or bus stop/stations 
13 white Child’s race is White/Caucasian only 
14 minority Child’s race is African American, Latino, Asian, or “Other” 
15 language Household speaks Spanish (i.e., yes or no) 
 
 
Table C.5 – Opinion Specific Variables 
# Variable Name Description 
1 im_nearhome Child care located near home is important 
2 im_nearwork Child care located near work is important 
3 im_neartran Child care located near train/bus station is important 
4 im_quality Child care reputation/quality is important 
5 im_cost Cost of child care is important 
6 im_avail Child care’s space for child/availability is important 
7 br_stncc Distance from station/stop to child care is a barrier to transit  
8 br_stnhm Distance from station/stop to child care is a barrier to transit  
9 br_leng Length of bus or train ride is a barrier to transit  
10 br_stran Dealing with strangers is a barrier to transit  
11 br_carry Having to carry child/their stuff is a barrier to transit  
12 br_cost Cost of bus/rail is a barrier to transit  
13 br_store Lack of storage at child care for strollers/carseats is a barrier to transit  
14 emergen Agree with the statement “Need car to get child in an emergency’ 
15 drvfast Agree with the statement “Driving is the fastest way to drop child off at child care” 
16 cheap Agree with the statement “It is cheaper to ride the bus/train than driving”  
17 parkcost Agree with the statement “Parking is very expensive near place of work” 
 
  
[x] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix D 
Cross-Tabulations Significance Results 
 
 
 Relationship Significance Tables 
 
Table D.1 – Drop Off Specific Relationships 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square Value 
Cramér’s V 
Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square 
Value 
Cramér’s V 
Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
dr_drive 
dr_mom 6.092 E2 0.710 0.000 
dr_transit 
dr_mom 6.055 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_dad 6.179 E2 0.715 0.000 dr_dad 6.048 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_nanny 6.044 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_nanny 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 
dr_other 6.041 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_other 6.044 E2 0.707 0.000 
dr_days 72.542 0.347 0.000 dr_days 6.861  0.552 0.552 
dr_ft 6.724 E2 0.746 0.000 dr_ft 6.063 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_pt 6.045 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_pt 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 
dr_homa 6.891 E2 0.755 0.000 dr_homa 6.088 E2 0.710 0.000 
dr_minto 70.341 0.342 0.000 dr_minto 1.353 E2 0.474 0.000 
dr_work 7.037 E2 0.763 0.000 dr_work 6.063 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_home 6.596 E2 0.739 0.000 dr_home 6.049 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_erran 6.099 E2 0.711 0.000 dr_erran 6.049 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_drop 6.042 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_drop 6.064 E2 0.708 0.000 
dr_fnoth 6.050 E2 0.708 0.000 dr_fnoth 6.074 E2 0.709 0.000 
dr_minfr 76.326 0.356 0.000 dr_minfr 54.271 0.300 0.004 
fn_park 7.133 E2 0.768 0.000 fn_park 6.406 E2 0.728 0.000 
fn_drive 
dr_mom 6.099 E2 0.711 0.000 
fn_transit 
dr_mom 0.277 0.021 0.871 
dr_dad 6.101 E2 0.711 0.000 dr_dad 0.527 0.030 0.768 
dr_nanny 6.059 E2 0.708 0.000 dr_nanny 0.968 0.040 0.616 
dr_other 6.059 E2 0.708 0.000 dr_other 0.600 0.032 0.741 
dr_days 26.373 0.209 0.001 dr_days 6.942 0.107 0.543 
dr_ft 6.209 E2 0.717 0.000 dr_ft 2.913 0.069 0.233 
dr_pt 6.079 E2 0.709 0.000 dr_pt 0.581 0.031 0.748 
dr_homa 6.357 E2 0.725 0.000 dr_homa 2.219 0.061 0.330 
dr_minto 1.027 E2 0.413 0.000 dr_minto 60.918 0.318 0.002 
dr_work 6.271 E2 0.721 0.000 dr_work 1.387 0.048 0.500 
dr_home 6.161 E2 0.714 0.000 dr_home 0.859 0.038 0.651 
dr_erran 6.042 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_erran 0.388 0.024 0.845 
dr_drop 6.042 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_drop 2.385 0.063 0.303 
dr_fnoth 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 dr_fnoth 6.377 0.103 0.041 
dr_minfr 76.196 0.355 0.000 dr_minfr 71.895 0.345 0.000 
fn_park 7.121 E2 0.768 0.000 fn_park 44.818 0.272 0.000 
 Note: Cells highlighted yellow indicate no relationship based on Cramer’s V. Cells highlighted blue indicate no relationship based on the significance level. 
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Table D.2 – Pick Up Specific Relationships 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square 
Value 
Cramér’s V 
Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square 
Value 
Cramér’s V 
Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
pu_drive 
pu_mom 6.139 E2 0.713 0.000 
pu_transit 
pu_mom 5.919  0.099 0.052 
pu_dad 6.092 E2 0.710  0.000 pu_dad 4.312 0.084 0.116 
pu_nanny 6.073 E2 0.709 0.000 pu_nanny 0.870 0.038 0.647 
pu_puoth 6.081 E2 0.710 0.000 pu_puoth 0.185 0.018 0.911 
pu_days 22.887 0.195 0.002 pu_days 8.952 0.122 0.256 
pu_work 6.136 E2 0.713 0.000 pu_work 1.079 0.042 0.583 
pu_home 6.083 E2 0.710 0.000 pu_home 1.622 0.052 0.444 
pu_oroth 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 pu_oroth 0.184 0.017 0.912 
pu_miles 27.188 0.213 0.039 pu_miles 11.347 0.137 0.788 
pu_blocks 28.641 0.218 0.007 pu_blocks 17.099 0.169 0.195 
pu_dk 6.234 E2 0.718 0.000 pu_dk 1.309 0.047 0.520 
pu_minto 61.913 0.320 0.000 pu_minto 77.054 0.357 0.000 
pu_minfr 89.889 0.387 0.000 pu_minfr 34.366 0.239 0.402 
hm_drive 
pu_mom 6.136 E2 0.713 0.000 
hm_transit 
pu_mom 5.610 0.096 0.060 
pu_dad 6.171 E2 0.715 0.000 pu_dad 4.089 0.082 0.129 
pu_nanny 6.048 E2 0.708 0.000 pu_nanny 0.834 0.37 0.659 
pu_puoth 6.047 E2 0.708 0.000 pu_puoth 0.243 0.020 0.886 
pu_days 64.476 0.327 0.000 pu_days 7.880 0.114 0.343 
pu_work 6.760 E2 0.748 0.000 pu_work 1.997 0.057 0.369 
pu_home 6.433 E2 0.730 0.000 pu_home 1.218 0.045 0.544 
pu_oroth 6.075 E2 0.709 0.000 pu_oroth 2.789 0.068 0.248 
pu_miles 17.303 0.170 0.366 pu_miles 11.068 0.136 0.805 
pu_blocks 18.731 0.176 0.132 pu_blocks 12.954 0.147 0.451 
pu_dk 6.075 E2 0.709 0.000 pu_dk 2.767 0.068 0.251 
pu_minto 73.176 0.348 0.000 pu_minto 50.963 0.291 0.001 
pu_minfr 75.682 0.355 0.000 pu_minfr 66.318 0.332 0.001 
Note: Cells highlighted yellow indicate no relationship based on Cramer’s V. Cells highlighted blue indicate no relationship based on the significance level. 
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Table D.3 – Household Demographic Specific Relationships 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square Value Cramér’s V Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square Value Cramér’s V Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
all_drive 
language 29.048 0.219 0.000 
all_transit 
language 12.347 0.143 0.006 
Numadlt 17.462 0.170 0.026 Numadlt 4.571 0.087 0.802 
numkids 6.051 0.100 0.534 numkids 21.941 0.191 0.003 
singprnt 12.847 0.146 0.002 singprnt 0.083 0.012 0.959 
subsidy 35.750 0.243 0.000 subsidy 0.134 0.015 0.935 
numveh 82.512 0.371 0.000 numveh 46.637 0.279 0.000 
you_mult 13.341  0.001 you_mult 15.215 0.159 0.000 
par_mult 6.666 0.105 0.036 par_mult 4.600 0.087 0.100 
you_emer 2.134 0.059 0.344 you_emer 0.089 0.012 0.957 
par_emer 1.887 0.056 0.389 par_emer 0.060 0.010 0.971 
hm_miles 20.654 0.185 0.480 hm_miles 7.384 0.111 0.997 
hm_block 17.966 0.173 0.208 hm_block 14.091 0.153 0.443 
hm_dk 9.340 0.124 0.009 hm_dk 2.257 0.061 0.324 
minority 1.473 0.049 0.479 minority 3.564 0.077 0.168 
white 3.632 0.078 0.163 white 6.500 0.104 0.039 
Dr_drive 
language 7.081 E2 0.7666 0.000 
Dr_transit 
language 6.084 E2 0.710 0.000 
Numadlt 22.333 0.192 0.004 Numadlt 3.648 E2 0.078 0.887 
numkids 16.378 0.165 0.022 numkids 11.415 0.138 0.122 
singprnt 6.057 E2 0.708 0.000 singprnt 6.064 E2 0.709 0.000 
subsidy 6.321 E2 0.723 0.000 subsidy 6.051 E2 0.708 0.000 
numveh 1.770 E2 0.544 0.000 numveh 46.716 0.279 0.000 
you_mult 6.069 E2 0.709 0.000 you_mult 6.239 E2 0.719 0.000 
par_mult 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 par_mult 6.165 E2 0.714 0.000 
you_emer 6.065 E2 0.709 0.000 you_emer 6.056 E2 0.708 0.000 
par_emer 6.069 E2 0.709 0.000 par_emer 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 
hm_miles 28.716 0.219 0.121 hm_miles 26.102 0.208 0.203 
hm_block 13.966 0.153 0.452 hm_block 20.336 0.184 0.120 
hm_dk 6.087 E2 0.710 0.000 hm_dk 6.102 E2 0.711 0.000 
minority 6.137 E2 0.713 0.000 minority 6.041 E2 0.707 0.000 
white 6.294 E2 0.722 0.000 white 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 
Fn_drive 
language 6.342 E2 0.725 0.000 
Fn_transit 
language 5.167 0.092 0.160 
Numadlt 11.923 E2 0.141 0.155 Numadlt 1.954 0.057 0.982 
numkids 5.382 0.094 0.613 numkids 7.982 0.115 0.334 
singprnt 6.146 E2 0.713 0.000 singprnt 0.134 0.015 0.935 
subsidy 6.400 E2 0.728 0.000 subsidy 2.107 0.059 0.349 
numveh 87.683 0.383 0.000 numveh 50.711 0.291 0.000 
you_mult 6.101 E2 0.711 0.000 you_mult 35.759 0.243 0.000 
par_mult 6.051 E2 0.708 0.000 par_mult 22.573 0.193 0.000 
you_emer 6.080 E2 0.709 0.000 you_emer 0.786 0.036 0.675 
par_emer 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 par_emer 1.189 0.044 0.552 
hm_miles 23.369 0.197 0.325 hm_miles 19.982 0.182 0.552 
hm_block 15.352 0.160 0.355 hm_block 18.593 0.176 0.183 
hm_dk 6.079 E2 0.709 0.000 hm_dk 4.999 0.091 0.082 
minority 6.040 E2 0.707 0.000 minority 0.605 0.032 0.739 
white 6.050 E2 0.708 0.000 white 0.425 0.027 0.809 
[x] 
 
pu_drive 
language 6.346 E2 0.725 0.000 
pu_transit 
language 5.167 0.092 0.160 
Numadlt 15.116 0.158 0.057 Numadlt 7.861 0.114 0.447 
numkids 5.045 0.091 0.655 numkids 7.867 0.114 0.344 
singprnt 6.144 E2 0.713 0.000 singprnt 0.330 0.023 0.848 
subsidy 6.345 E2 0.725 0.000 subsidy 0.351 0.024 0.839 
numveh 92.779 0.394 0.000 numveh 39.771 0.258 0.000 
you_mult 6.162 E2 0.714 0.000 you_mult 22.893 0.195 0.000 
par_mult 6.066 E2 0.709 0.000 par_mult 18.710 0.176 0.000 
you_emer 6.054 E2 0.708 0.000 you_emer 0.786 0.036 0.675 
par_emer 6.041 E2 0.707 0.000 par_emer 0.348 0.024 0.840 
hm_miles 21.336 0.188 0.439 hm_miles 9.706 0.127 0.982 
hm_block 14.615 0.156 0.405 hm_block 18.384 0.175 0.190 
hm_dk 6.112 E2 0.711 0.000 hm_dk 2.501 0.064 0.286 
minority 6.043 E2 0.707 0.000 minority 3.697 0.078 0.157 
white 6.064 E2 0.709 0.000 white 3.069 0.071 0.216 
hm_drive 
language 7.037 E2 0.763 0.000 
hm_transit 
language 3.464 0.076 0.325 
Numadlt 25.926 0.207 0.001 Numadlt 3.250 0.073 0.918 
numkids 13.884 0.152 0.053 numkids 8.823 0.121 0.266 
singprnt 6.042 E2 0.707 0.000 singprnt 0.176 0.017 0.916 
subsidy 6.189 E2 0.716 0.000 subsidy 0.388 0.025 0.824 
numveh 1.869 E2 0.559 0.000 numveh 27.153  0.000 
you_mult 6.073 E2 0.709 0.000 you_mult 23.712 0.198 0.000 
par_mult 6.046 E2 0.707 0.000 par_mult 12.576 0.144 0.002 
you_emer 6.061 E2 0.708 0.000 you_emer 0.175 0.017 0.916 
par_emer 6.051 E2 0.708 0.000 par_emer 0.317 0.023 0.854 
hm_miles 39.121 0.255 0.009 hm_miles 18.621 0.176 0.609 
hm_block 29.990 0.196 0.060 hm_block 22.379 0.193 0.071 
hm_dk 6.087 E2 0.710 0.000 hm_dk 3.438 0.075 0.179 
minority 6.160 E2 0.714 0.000 minority 0.218 0.019 0.897 
white 6.375 E2 0.726 0.000 white 0.699 0.034 0.705 
 
  
[xi] 
 
Table D.4 – Opinion Specific Relationships 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square Value Cramér’s V Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
Dependent 
Variable 
Independent 
Variable 
Chi-square Value Cramér’s V Value 
Sign. Level 
(2-sided) 
all_drive 
im_nearhome 7.223 E2 0.714 0.000 
all_transit 
im_nearhome 7.409 E2 0.723 0.000 
im_nearwork 7.426 E2 0.724 0.000 im_nearwork 7.341 E2 0.719 0.000 
im_neartran 7.177 E2 0.711 0.000 im_neartran 7.115 E2 0.708 0.000 
im_quality 7.265 E2 0.716 0.000 im_quality 7.304 E2 0.718 0.000 
im_cost 7.552 E2 0.730 0.000 im_cost 7.309 E2 0.718 0.000 
im_avail 7.217 E2 0.713 0.000 im_avail 7.166 E2 0.711 0.000 
br_stncc 7.163 E2 0.711 0.000 br_stncc 7.115 E2 0.708 0.000 
br_stnhm 7.271 E2 0.716 0.000 br_stnhm 7.097 E2 0.707 0.000 
br_leng 7.209 E2 0.713 0.000 br_leng 7.094 E2 0.707 0.000 
br_stran 7.168 E2 0.711 0.000 br_stran 7.161 E2 0.711 0.000 
br_carry 7.172 E2 0.711 0.000 br_carry 7.107 E2 0.708 0.000 
br_cost 7.145 E2 0.710 0.000 br_cost 7.156 E2 0.710 0.000 
br_store 7.233 E2 0.714 0.000 br_store 7.189 E2 0.712 0.000 
emergen 7.249 E2 0.715 0.000 emergen 7.150 E2 0.710 0.000 
drvfast 7.321 E2 0.719 0.000 drvfast 7.177 E2 0.711 0.000 
cheap 7.254 E2 0.715 0.000 cheap 7.120 E2 0.709 0.000 
parkcost 7.474 E2 0.726 0.000 parkcost 7.283 E2 0.717 0.000 
 
